
Blein Toshee Planning (Foundation Year)


Thursday PM and Friday 7th January 2021 though to Monday morning or whenever you have time 
to complete these sessions and ideas. Some of them will be ongoing. Literacy and Numeracy 
planning will follow.


Brastyl Greeba: the name of our class (Class Greeba)

Brastyl Nane: the name of our year (Class One)


Eddeeyn (say: ed—ee—un) Clothing

You will also hear Eddagh (say - edd-ugh)


We will be doing a project on clothing this half term and taking part in the whole school project on 
pets (rummage in this planning on the website also)


Here I will outline ideas for our class for Clothing, and themes that fit for the whole school project, 
and add ideas and work for the main subjects away from Literacy and Maths. I will upload 
Literacy and Maths planning separately. 


In school your child will be used to lessons that last around 40 minuets in Blein Toshee ending 
with a reward and a play option (usually themed to link to topics) at the end of the work. Adults 
work for money but children work for rewards likes stickers or a sweet treat or play. Incentives like 
this are very useful and since you are working one to one, it is likely your sessions will be around 
20 mins before rewarding them and letting them take a play break. In classrooms it takes time to 
settle a group of children, find the right resources (we like them to be independent finding these 
so it can take time) and to do the task as group with chatter allowed that makes children feel 
comfortable. With toilets breaks and broken pencils and the like, you can see that this session has 
a lot of disruption and general movement and will be longer than the lessons you do one to one at 
home: so 20 mins each theme/lesson is enough and four of those a day is plenty.


Add as much Manx as you can but we will be contacting you for face-to-face group chats in 
Manx in twos or threes as well. I will keep you informed.


Planning for Thursday Afternoon and Friday (or whenever you can get this done in your busy 
home setting)


Pets theme link to the Foundation Year Curriculum

Discuss how to take care of living things in the environment. Take them on a mini beast walk in 
your garden or during exercise time. Identify anything living that is an animal (not plants in this 
session).


Spider search - Shirrey doo-oallee (say: sh-i(letter sound)- ruh -do -or -lee). I will place a recording 
of words here for you to access shortly for Manx pronunciation.


Fow doo-oallee (find a spider) - say: f-ow (the ow in meow!)

Lhig da yn doo-oallee goll (let the spider go)

Eggey doo-oallee (a spider web) - say: edd-er-do-or-lee


Would a spider make a good pet?

What kind of spider do people keep as pets?

Would you want a spider as a pet?


Clothing Topic: dress up and identify lots of different types of clothing (help them dress for this 
one at present and focus on words) See clothing sheet and audio recording for words.

Look at the clothing words sheet and identity the words with a prompt (give them the initial letter 
sound and see if they can complete the word in Manx). Keep revisiting these words and give 
rewards for being right and say ‘çheb mie’ (say: cheb my) for being wrong (a good try).


Understanding of the World: This half term we are firstly looking at, ‘a Manx identity,’. While out 
and about on your walks or around your houses, search for those items and signs of our Manx 



identity: labels on food like milk, the manx flag, map (and words in Manx, Manx places and names 
if your child can manage this). This is a lot and it’s good to split it into sections:

Search for:

Just labels that are on local products 

Looking for the Manx flag Identifying the general outline of the map shape on labels and signs 
Looking for the three legs in the home and out in the community. 

And so on… You can take pictures, make a scrap book, drawings, record in a log book (roughly - 
allow the children to lead this. What looks like a jumble of marks to us means something to them).


Exercise: 


Discuss appropriate clothing for exercise. What about clothing not suitable for exercise.

Fold a piece of paper in half and on one half draw clothing suitable for exercise (PE kit, swimwear, 
tracksuit and shoe types. What about skiing and winter or water sports?). On the other side of the 
page draw clothing not suitable for exercise: get as silly as possible too!


Let’s do some exercise in appropriate clothing: Running (on spot if in the house), jumping, 
hopping, fast walking, rolling arms and pretending to swim with our arms. Go crazy disco dance! 

Take a rest - cool down by stretching out the limbs and lie down and take deep breaths. Hug a 
soft toy if this helps to stay still and calm.


In another session: Travel over and under things (they are little people so a household chair might 
just do for this if you can’t get outside, but even going through your legs and jumping over a soft 
toy on the floor would do it. Generally experiment with over and under: or travelling in a high 
space (up on tip toes - jumping to reach a toy you are holding up for them, twirling around 
standing up with arms out to side for stability) and a low space (crawl, roll around to get around) if 
over and under is not suitable for your setting. Get creative with this until the idea is exhausted 
and then cool down again with a stretch and allow for calm for a while with a lie down.


Was the clothing suitable in these sessions? Can they children explain why?

Can we mix clothing? For example shorts and T shirt under a tracksuit. Why?


Session 3: 

Exercise - please practice changing into PE clothing from normal clothes and give rewards as 
they go: like a Smartie or a sticker. Can they do it twice? Does it annoy them? Are they okay with 
this. This is such an important skill and we would usually be setting up a play area with a clothing 
shop and dressing room to change. A reward of being able to wear a party dress of Spiderman 
suit if they undress correctly and dress up in the reward clothing might help. 

They are stretching and developing good body control and co-ordination doing this while ridding 
the anxiety of having to change their clothes themselves. 

To make it more fun: can they change their clothes in the time it takes to listen to their favourite 
pop song? Can they change back into those clothes (or into the fun reward clothes) in the same 
time or did they leave clothing on the floor in a heap and/or is the reward clothing too hard to dow 
without help (provide help where required) 

This lesson is hard for some children and frustrating for them and for us to watch. Keep 
practicing.


More general subject planning next week.

Please feel free to email me with work progress (you don’t have to: this is optional) and I will 
respond with praise and messages or help as required and I would like to upload images of what 
the children are up to in their individual settings, so all the children can see what their peers are up 
to.


Have fun


Tannee sauçhey 


Bnr Blindell


